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TECHNICAL ABSTRACT   
Terahertz (THz) (3 mm to 30 µm) regime has promising applications in various fields such as information and 

communications technology; biology and medical sciences; homeland security; and ultrafast computing. The resonant 
tunneling diodes (RTDs) with their strong negative differential resistance (NDR) at room temperature (RT) are 
promising for high frequency generation up to terahertz; and III-nitride materials are emerging candidates for RTD 
application due to their properties such as high peak electron velocity, saturation velocity, and thermal stability. 
Al(Ga)N/GaN RTDs are expected to have high peak-to-valley ratio and performance at RT due to large conduction band 
discontinuity up to 2.1 eV. However, the high lattice mismatch between III-nitride materials and conventional substrates 
such as sapphire leading to high dislocations density in epilayers and strong electric filed induced by piezo and 
spontaneous polarization along the conventional growth axis (c-axis) strongly perturb the vertical transport in 
Al(Ga)N/GaN heterostructures.  

Foremost, the lattice mismatch should be reduced or eliminated by using proper templates on sapphire or 
homoepitaxial growth on freestanding substrates, respectively. In addition, polarization field can be minimized by 
growing on non-polar direction (substrates) to improve NDR in a III-nitride RTDs.  

In this study we discuss about optimization of metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) conditions to 
achieve smooth heterojunctions as well as abrupt transition between nano-scale layers with a precise thickness control 
which are  necessitate for RTDs growth. We present the first demonstration of room temperature negative differential 
resistance in GaN/AlN resonant tunneling diodes grown by MOCVD. We investigate the effect of different templates 
(AlN, GaN, and LEO GaN) on NDR characteristics of Al(Ga)N/GaN double barrier RTDs grown on conventional 
sapphire substrate. In addition, the effect of polarization field on NDR characteristic of AlGaN/GaN RTDs is 
investigated employing c-plane(polar) and m-plane(nonpolar) freestanding GaN substrates for MOCVD growth of 
AlGaN/GaN double barrier RTDs. We will discuss about the influence of active layer design and proper substrate 
selection on the stability of NDR in III-nitride RTDs. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
Room temperature I-V curves of RTDs
grown on different templates of AlN ,GaN
and LEO GaN.

 
Typical AFM images of AlN/GaN RTD grown on (a)  AlN template  
 (b) GaN template (c) the wing region of LEO GaN. 
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